
VST Values 

R:  Respect 
Employees, 
Customers, Vendors, 
and Environment 

O:  Operational
Excellence, Quality, 
Delivery, Safety & 
Cost 

I:  Innovative Passion, 
Unique, Industry 
Leader, and 
Committed to 
Excellence

VST Mission 

To design and 
manufacture innovative 
products for retail 
refueling systems that 
are specifically 
engineered to protect 
the environment and 
consumers with safety 
and reliability.

VST Vision 

Message from the President 

Glenn Walker, President, VST { walker@vsthose.com } 

650 Pleasant Valley Dr. * Springboro, OH * 45066 * 937-704-9333 * www.vsthose.com 

Dear Friends of VST: 

As you may have already seen from VST’s most recent announcement, we have become a  

carbon neutral company.  However, this is not what I am going to focus upon, but rather upon 

VST’s commitment to our distributors, Oil Companies, and employees as well as the overall 

environment.  

Long before the “green economy,” VST believed it was just good business with the commitment 

to recycle, reclaim, and cost reduce for our customers as well as for the economy. If you are 

currently a VST customer, you have already been exposed to the equipment savings in the  

recycled components without compromising safety and performance.  

The beauty is, our business approach costs you nothing - and beginning very soon - VST will be 

announcing a new interactive spreadsheet that can easily be used to calculate the actual  

savings, not only to the environment but to your bottom line. In all, with our processor  

technologies used in conjunction with our forecourt equipment, the actual savings far exceed 

the hydrocarbon savings associated with being green.  

In fact, VST has become the major player in the most regulated market in the world, California.  

We have accelerated our development with new products in new markets by utilizing the many 

years of development that we devoted to that market.  

In the past number of years, VST has taken our technology advancements into other world  

markets with substantial fuel savings, over and above, the environmental impact to countries 

like Mexico with others on the horizon. In addition to the regulatory demands of the new  

markets, VST’s product offerings provide additional savings well above and beyond the local 

demands, and as said, costs nothing to the industry. It is just good business for VST’s customers, 

employees, investors, and of course the environment.  

We don’t just talk the talk but walk the walk. That is what we do. As someone once said, “If you 

can do it; it is not bragging!” 

Thanks for listening and very soon look forward to our new interactive program that can be 

used to accurately calculate the actual fuel savings as well as quantifying your benefits in be-

coming green. 

Glenn Walker 

President, VST 

Jan. 2022
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VST strives to become the 
most trusted company in 
the global gasoline 
dispensing industry by 
manufacturing 
environmentally 
sustainable products and 
solutions that reduce 
harmful vapor emissions 
to create a future that 
protects the communities 
in which people live and 
work every day. 
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